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The 2017 Pittsburgh Indy Comix Expo (PIX) Is a 
Month Away!  

On Sunday, April 9, 2017 The ToonSeum will 
present the sixth Pittsburgh Independent Comics 
Expo (PIX), Pittsburgh’s annual exposition devoted 
to creator-owned, self-published, small-press, and 
handmade comics. Admission is free and the event 
is open to the public.  

An important change to note is that PIX will be 
moving to a new location – actually locations – in 

2017:  this year the central exposition will be held at the August Wilson Center located 
at 980 Liberty Avenue in Downtown Pittsburgh will be the setting of the exhibition 
component of PIX;  programs will take place concurrently across the street at the 
Toonseum, located at 945 Liberty Avenue; and workshops – conducted by the Comics 
Workbook Academy – will be held at the Greater Pittsburgh Arts Council (GPAC) 
located around the corner at 810 Penn Avenue. 

The main expo component of PIX 2017 will be held from 11:00am to 6:00pm at the 
August Wilson Center, where attendees will have the opportunity to survey and sample 
a wide variety of independently produced and published, creator-owned works produced 
by the far-ranging talents of the comics artists and cartoonists currently flourishing in the 
tri-state area – and beyond. 

Additionally: 

Programs will be held at The ToonSeum, located directly across the street from the 
AWC, at 945 Liberty Avenue, from noon to 5:00pm.  These programs will consist of 
presentations, panel discussions and interviews conducted by and with the noted and 
accomplished comics makers among this year’s special guests and exhibitors. 

A series of hands on comics making workshops conducted by the Comics Workbook 
Academy will be held at GPAC, located less than a five-minute walk (and brief elevator 
ride) away in The Big Room on the seventh floor of 810 Penn Avenue; also from noon 
to 5:00pm. 

A complete schedule of the programs and workshops will be forthcoming.  
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